The notation in Theorems 2 and 3 is as follows. 7? is a Noetherian ring, 7 is an ideal of 7?, and M, Q are finitely generated 7?-modules. 32 -0">o I" will denote the Rees ring of 7 and Jf = 0">o7"Af the graded 32-module associated with the 7-adic filtration on Af. Let i be any fixed nonnegative integer.
Theorem 2. If XR(M ®R Q) < oo, then, for all large ra, each of the functions XR(Torf(M/I"M,Q)) and XR(ExtR(Q, M/InM)) is a polynomial in n of degree at most max{0, dirn^^ ®R Q) -1}.
Theorem 3. If R is a local ring, then, for all large n, each of the functions vR(Torf(M/InM,Q)) and pR(ExtR(Q, M/I"M)) is a polynomial in ra of degree at most max{0, din\gi(Jf ®RQ®Rk)-1} .
One of the ingredients in the proof of Theorem 1 is the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Let 31 be a Noetherian graded ring, Jf a finitely generated graded 32-module, and Q a finitely generated 320-module. Then, for each i > 0, both Torf°(jr,Q) and Ext&^Q, J?) are finitely generated graded 32-modules annihilated by some power of ann^(Jf ®^0 Q). Proof. Calculating the Tors and Exts using a resolution of Q by free 32q-modules of finite rank shows that each is a finitely generated graded ^-module.
To prove the remark about annihilators, note that ann^(^# ®^0 Q) is equal up to radical to ann^(J^) + ann^^ ®&0 Q). It is shown by Northcott [8, Lemma 6 ] that ann&(32 ®^ Q) is equal up to radical to ann#0(Q) -32 . Since both ann&(Jf) and ann^0(Q)-32 annihilate each of the Tors and Exts, so does some power of ann&(jf ®^0 Q). □
The principal result about the polynomial behaviour of numerical invariants is the Hilbert-Serre theorem, a version of which is stated below.
Theorem (Hilbert-Serre [7, Chapter 7, Theorem 19] ). Let 32 = ^n>Q32n be a Noetherian graded ring that is generated as an 320-algebra by 32x. Let Jf = ©«>o-/^" be a finitely generated graded 32-module such that, for every ra > 0, thelength X^0(^n) is finite. Then X^(JHn) is a polynomial in n of degree dirn^(Jf) -1 for all large n . Proof of Theorem 1. Fix i > 0 and let k be the residue field of 32q . By Proposition 4, Torf0(^#, k) is a finitely generated graded ^"-module annihilated by a power of ann^.(^/m^#).
Applying the Hilbert-Serre theorem shows that pf°(Jfn) = X&0(Toffa(J?n ,k)) is a polynomial in n of degree at most din\gi(Jf /mJf) -1 if ra is sufficiently large. A similar argument applied to Ext'^0(k, Jf) gives the result for p'^ (Jf"). □ This theorem can be applied to the Rees ring 32 = 0">o 7" of an ideal 7 in a Noetherian local ring 7? and shows that Pf(In) and p'R(I") are polynomials in ra of degree at most 1(1) -1 if ra is sufficiently large. More generally, if Af is a finitely generated 7v-module, it can be applied to the associated module Jf = 0">o7"Af which is a finitely generated graded module over the Rees ring 32. The conclusion is that, for large «, both /?/* (7"Af) and p'R(InM) are polynomials in ra . However, Theorem 1 does not yield informa-
is not a finitely generated ^-module. This difficulty is overcome by the following proposition.
Proposition 5. Let 32 be a Noetherian graded ring and let (*) O^JT^yT^^^O be a short exact sequence of graded 32-modules with J£ finitely generated. Let Q be a finitely generated 32o-module and i be a fixed nonnegative integer. Then there are induced exact sequences of graded 32-modules,
vw7ra S£, *£, 32f', and 8" all finitely generated and annihilated by a power of annm(Jf ®MliQ).
Proof. The short exact sequence (*) induces a long exact sequence
As in Proposition 4, calculating the Tors using a projective resolution of Q shows that (**) may be regarded as an exact sequence of graded ^-modules. Furthermore, Torf°(.#, Q) and Tor^{(Jt, Q) are finitely generated graded -modules annihilated by a power of ann^(Jt ®^ Q). Let 32f = kerQ?*) and W = ker(7») to get the first exact sequence.
Considering the long exact Ext sequence gives 3£', g" , and the other exact By the Hilbert-Serre theorem, the latter is, for large ra , a polynomial in ra of degree at most dim^(J? ®R Q) -1. Since XR(Torf(M, Q)) is a constant independent of ra , it follows that, for all ra sufficiently large, XR(Torf(M/InM, Q)) is a polynomial in ra of degree at most max{0, din\^(J? ®R Q) -1}.
The result for XR(Ext'R(Q, M/I"M)) uses (f) and follows by a dual analysis. □ Proposition 6. Let 32 be a Noetherian graded ring generated by 32x as an 32q-algebra and with 32q local. Let 0^Jf^yr^^-+g?^0
be an exact sequence of graded 32-modules where 3? and %? are finitely generated. Then, if n is sufficiently large, v3S()(3l>n) -v^0(yV") is a polynomial in ra. The degree of this polynomial is at most dim^(32/Jr) -1, where J" = ta32 + (ann<%(3?) n ann^g7)).
Proof. Break up the exact sequence into short exact sequences o^jr^yr -;r -o, o_+x->3° ^w ^$. In the following corollaries, 7? will denote a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field k , and 7 will denote a proper ideal of 7?. The analytic spread, /(/), of 7 is equal to dim(32/m32), where 32 is the Rees ring of 7 by [9, Theorem 2]. Let Af ^ 0 be a finitely generated 7?-module. Define the analytic spread of 7 on Af to be Im(I) = dini^^/m^f), where J? = 0n>o7"Af is the graded ^-module asssociated with the 7-adic filtration on Af. Note that Im(I) is bounded above by 1(1) for any Af.
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In particular, if M/I"M has finite projective dimension for all large ra , then Af itself is of finite projective dimension and so are all 7"Af for large ra .
As another corollary, a new proof of a special case of a theorem due to Brodmann [2, Theorem (2)(i)] is obtained. Brodmann's result applies to the case where R is not assumed local. I have been unable to adapt my proof to cover this case. Corollary 9. If J is a proper ideal of R, then, for all large ra, depth/(Af/7"Af) attains a stable constant value.
Proof. Theorem 3 applied with Q = R/J implies that vR(ExtR(R/J, M/I"M))
is a polynomial in n for all large ra. Let p be the least integer i for which vR(Ext'R(R/J, M/I"M)) is not the zero polynomial for all large n . Since Af / 0 and 7, / are proper ideals, p exists and is at most d = dim(7?).
For all large ra , ExXpR(R/J, M/I"M) £ 0 but ExtR(R/J, M/InM) = 0 for i < p. Since depth,(Af/7"Af) = min{i : ExtR(R/J, M/I"M) # 0}, it has a stable value of p for all large ra . D Example 10. Let ai, a2, ... , ak be a regular sequence in a Noetherian local ring 7? and let 7 be the ideal they generate. Then for any n > 0, 7" is generated by the maximal minors of the ra x (ra + k -1) matrix A where which is a complete intersection.
Hence the Koszul complex for these generators is a resolution of 32 over R[Ti, ... , Tk+X]. In any particular degree ra, an 7?-free resolution of I" is obtained. Since K c (Xtj)R[Tx, ... , Tk+X], each of these resolutions is seen to be minimal.
Thus the Betti numbers of 7" and hence also of R/I" can be explicitly computed from this complex as
The degrees of all these polynomials are equal to k -1(1) -1 . Note that depths (R/I") decreases from k2 + k -2 to k2 -1 as ra increases from 1 to k and then remains k2 -1 for all larger values of ra .
Example 12. Let 7? be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field k , and let Af be a finitely generated 7?-module of dimension d . Then, for each i > 0, the polynomial that gives Pfi(m"M) for large ra either vanishes or is of degree d -1. The proof is dealt with in three cases.
If 7? is 0-dimensional, then it is clear that pf(m"M) vanishes for each i > 0 and all sufficiently large ra .
The proof in the remaining cases depends on a formula of Levin [6, Proof of Theorem 2] which shows that, for a fixed i > 0 and all sufficiently large ra , there is an equality P«(m"M) = hnbi -hn+xbi-i +■■■ + (-\)'hn+ibo, where h" -XR(m"M/m"+iM) and bj is the ;'th Betti number of k . Since h" is a polynomial in n of degree d -1 for large n , this shows that the same is true of Pf(m"M) unless bj -bt-X -\-h (-l)'bo vanishes.
Next, suppose that 7? is a domain. Then b, -bj-X H-\-(-\)'bo is the rank of the (i + l)st syzygy of k over the field of fractions of 7? and its vanishing implies that 7? is in fact a regular local ring of dimension at most /. Using the values of the Betti numbers of k and Levin's formula, pf*(m"M) is, for large ra , a difference quotient of ra" of order at least d. Since «" is a polynomial of degree d -1 , it follows that Pji(mnM) vanishes for large ra . Question 13. For an ideal 7 in a Noetherian local ring 7?, a finitely generated 7?-module Af, and any i > 0, is it true that the polynomial that gives Pf(I"M) for large n either vanishes or has degree Im(I) -1 ? I do not know the answer even when M = R which is assumed to be a regular local ring and 7 is an arbitrary ideal primary to the maximal ideal of 7?.
Added in proof
Professor Herzog has shown me a proof that Question 13 has an affirmative answer over a regular local ring if the Rees ring of the ideal is Cohen-Macaulay.
